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R. E X P E R I E N C E

Previously a UI/UX designer on the Innovation Labs team, leading UI/UX on 

all innovation services and products coming out of M&S Labs. Projects 

developed under stealth include:

M&S On Demand Grocery Delivery Service. This was initially developed away 

from the core brand as a stealth startup. We tested multiple different 

iterations of the platform and also tested different business models. We 

validated several iterations on the platform with M&S later announcing in 

May 2017 that it would launch an on demand grocery delivery service once 

we had validated our business model and UX strategy. 

Designed a backend system for M&S stylists that provide a personal styling 

service to end customers over a platform branded as ‘Tuesday’. Developing 

new strategies for stylists to make use of advancing technology such as 

machine learning and pattern recognition as well as big data to better serve 

an increasing and ever demanding customer base. The of this project was to 

eventually develop the platform to a state where an AI could do a better job 

at styling users than a stylist!

Other projects included a smart coat hanger which can read a users 

clothing in a wardrobe in a wardrobe using RFID technology. Using artificial 

intelligence and big data, we automatically style users based upon the 

weather, their calendar events and their mood, as well as overall sentiment 

of clothing within our customer base. Towards the end of my contract I 

worked on a platform for 1-1 advice from nutritionists with on demand 

grocery delivery services. 

Marks & Spencer Innovation Labs
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Paddington, London

FEB 2017 - AUG 2017

- Complete redesign of the PartyPoker Client & Game which is home to over 

1.5 million players annually.

- Built animations in After Effects & Trapcode Particular. 

Bwin
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Gibraltar

AUG 2017 - OCT 2017

Lead UI & UX on the Orange Biometric Authentication service for the GSMA 

led Mobile Connect login service. 

Led UI & UX on the Orange Phone Advisor tool used by Orange Stores 

across 20+ Countries. Phone advisor is a global device portfolio tracking and 

advice tool used by management down to shop floor workers.

Orange
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Paddington, London

OCT 2016 - FEB 2017

Development of the UI on William Hill's rewards project due to be launched 

in Jan 2017 to customers. 

Drove both UX & UI on William Hill's international platforms, serving 10m+ 

customers. 

Liaising with product owners, product managers and key stakeholders to 

ensure KPIs are met 

Visual designs produced after in-depth user testing sessions, focus groups, 

system usability scoring, competitor SUS analysis. 

Created adaptable designs (cards) based off real-time data analytics

User journeys, stories, architecture, Interaction Design 

Complete UX re-haul on William Hill’s Mobenga platform. Completing a re-

haul of the platform from UX concepts, interaction design to a full redesign. 

Shift to data driven UX design based off user attributes, spending and 

behaviour. 

William Hill
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Gibraltar & London

FEB 2016 - OCT 2016

NHS
Intern - Royal London Hospital, London

JUN 2013 - JUL 2013

Iwoca
UI Designer & Digital Marketing - Piccadilly Circus, London

OCT 2014 - DEC 2014

Ultimate Fan Live
Lead Product Designer - Kings Cross, London

DEC 2014 - SEP 2015

MoneySupermarket
Visual Designer (Contract) - Oxford Circus, London

SEP 2015

Worked closely with UX Design team to establish beautiful designs across 

multiple platforms such as Xbox, Oculus Rift, iPad, Desktop through to large 

informational displays. Worked with clients such as Just Eat, UEFA, Jaguar 

Land Rover, BBC, PHIN and Foxtons.

Designed a analytics centre for UEFAs television streams, built to adapt 

from a HD screen through to a large 100” screen inside UEFAs offices.

Designed multiple telestration and communication functionalities for an 

enterprise iPad application used by UEFA Match officials of Chapions 

League & Europa League games.

UI Centric
Senior Visual Designer - Aldgate, London

NOV 2015 - FEB 2016

- Worked on design systems for Aviva’s corporate portal.

- Customer flows for insurance claims

Aviva PLC
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Shoreditch, London

OCT 2017 - DEC 2017

- Designing a new marketplace application for Android & iOS. 

- Conceptual design and rapid prototyping

- Built a design system for Android & iOS. 

- Interaction Design & integration using Lottie & Bodymovin.js.

- Held user testing workshops.

- Building & testing conversational interfaces (chat bots) for onboarding. 

- High Fidelity prototyping.

- A/B/C/D testing and data analysis using the looker platform. 

Mercari  
UI / UX / IXD (Contract) ~ Chancery Lane, London

JAN 2018 - JUN 2018

UI/UX for a crypto trading platform that supports over 20 crypto pairs from 

scratch. 

Liaised with various stakeholders during the process to deliver a cutting-

edge platform for crypto trading, bonds & ICOs.

Built and implemented design system. 

Designed website from ideation and conceptualisation to final design, 

incorporates WebGL animation.

BlockEx
UI / UX Designer (Contract)  • London Bridge, London

JUN 2018 - NOV 2018

Currently working on Credit Suisse’s new International Wealth Platform 

platform due for release in 2020. 

Tasked with creating an atomic design system from ground up, catered 

toward Native Mobile, Tablet & Responsive web.

Ensuring that developers and designers are aligned with Backbase 

components and ensuring that design delivery is smooth.

Credit Suisse
Lead Product Designer (Contract) (via HCL)  • Canary Wharf, London

MAR 2020 - PRESENT

Ideating, designing, prototyping and testing HSBCs future vision for mobile 

banking. I looked at areas in which HSBC could utilise its large access to 

customer data in order to build features that help better inform customers 

of their financial health. Further conceptual work covered chatbots, spend 

prediction, shared savings pots, merchant enrichment, faster payment 

journeys, geo-aware insights, and more.

Taking requirements through to research, information architecture, wire-

framing, user testing, designing, prototyping and delivery.

Designed and delivered brand new faster payment journeys (international, 

domestic payments, add beneficiary) that could scale across over 20 

markets with varying regulatory requirements. 

Drove UI/UX/IX on a new multi-currency wallet product by HSBC (Global 

Money), enabling users to make instant cross border payments, fee free 

with competitive FX rates. Global Money will utilise HSBC’s vast 

international infrastructure to enable all users to send, receive and spend 

money in up to 28 currencies. The project involved fortnightly tests with 

prototypes which hold dynamic variables and behave as a real-application 

should (i.e the prototype accurately carried out FX conversions and stored 

them as variables to provide a realistic testing environment ). 

Embarked on projects where heavy information architecture was required to 

highlight differences between markets, products, regulatory bodies and 

available APIs.

Designed HSBC’s new mobile account details screen, due to roll out globally 

in 2020 to over 3.7m users. Conducted end to end design on this project. 

Designed HSBC’s Move Money screen due to roll out globally in 2020.

Collaborated with a global design team of 20-30 designers spread over 7 

countries. Collaborated with multiple developer pods to provide design 

assets, design API related errors and design unhappy paths.

Designing for accessibility (AAA, AA) and working closely with digital 

governance & standards teams to ensure inclusive design as achieved.

HSBC - Retail Banking & Wealth Management
UI / UX Contractor  • Southwark, London

NOV 2018 - FEB 2020
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I started Airion Dynamics while developing autonomous UAVs incorporating custom built 

LiDAR, Radar & UWB Radar systems. My team and I were also attempting extend the range of 

VTOL UAVs and we stumbled across a piece of technology we could use to achieve this. 

Airion Dynamics is a startup aerospace research and development corporation developing 

Active Ion Laminar Flow Control (AILFC) technology.

Airlines can retrofit their existing fleet with our devices to increase fuel efficiency by up to 6%.

This saving results in a significant reduction in their ongoing fuel costs which will have a 

positive effect on their annual profit and stock price, along with a cut in carbon emissions. 

I currently run Airion Dynamics in my free time outside of working hours and weekends as it is 

a self-funded operation. I am lucky to be joined by space propulsion, nuclear and hypersonic 

researchers who have worked across DARPA, NASA, DOE, USMC, SSL, USAF, Stanford and 

more. 
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Thank you.

R. C O N T A C T  M E

Dribbble

Website

LinkedIn

Airion Dynamics Inc.

Email

Mobile

dribbble.com/rittim

rittim.com

uk.linkedin.com/in/rittim

airiondynamics.com

rittim@me.com

0771 569 2775
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R. A B O U T

Hey, I'm Rittim, I have an obsession for pixel perfect engaging user interfaces crafted with 

Sketch, Unity, After Effects and ProtoPie. I have an incredible passion for solving complex 

problems through novel solutions that bring unparalleled experiences to end users. 

I also run an aerospace research company in my spare time alongside ex researchers from 

DARPA, USAF,  NASA & Stanford to reduce fuel consumption on aircraft. 

ProtoPie / Principle / Framer Studio 90%

Unity Engine 50%

After Effects 95%

Abstract 100%

Sketch 100%

UEFA - Broadcast Analytics

UltimateFan Live - Live Fantasy Football

BlockEx - Crypto Exchange & Bonds Platform

HSBC - Global Banking Application

Deloitte Digital - Smart Mirror

Rittim Nandi
UI / UX / IXD 


